BADGE SUMMARY
You have five senses that work together to let you see, hear, smell, taste, and touch the world around you. Try all five in this badge!

1. Look around
2. Listen to the world
3. Put your nose to work
4. Take a taste test
5. Touch and feel

REQUIREMENTS FULFILLED DURING TRNERR PROGRAM: all
All steps can be self-guided by the troop leader or other adult in your troop.

LIMITATIONS: please stay on designated trails, remember all things are protected here so please leave what you find

TYPES OF TOURS AVAILABLE: self-guided, but please call to let us know you are coming. TRNERR staff can be available to help if needed.

LENGTH OF VISIT: approximately 1½ hours

GROUP SIZE: maximum 15 scouts (or 30 if self-guiding) with SafetyWise adult to scout ratio

ADVANCE PREPARATION BY LEADER: None

OPTIONAL STEPS THAT CAN BE SELF-GUIDED ON-SITE
All steps can be self-guided for this badge, but please call to let us know you are coming or if you need any advice. Magnifying glasses and blindfolds are available to borrow.

FOLLOW-UP STEPS TO COMPLETE THE BADGE AFTER YOUR VISIT: None